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Dependable, In-Line 
Resin Flow Measurement
 

There is no longer any need to pre-weigh, 
guess or calculate resin flow to your process, 
drying hopper, surge bin or even silo.  The 
ResinTrackerTM resin flow meter and its 
remote touchscreen display can now keep 
track of resin and/or regrind passage without 
time consuming manual weighing, nor holding 
hoppers and gravimetric weigh cycles.  And 
if reaching a target weight is required, 
that weight can be easily selected on the 
ResinTracker’s remote touch screen control 
and a highly accurate, servo-motor driven 
Integrated Control Valve (ICV) will shut off flow 
upon reaching the desired weight.  Typical 
accuracy is 0.25% on free flow applications.

The heart of the ResinTracker is centripetal 
measurement of weight and flow over a 
simple, smooth, curved sensing platform 
protected inside the rugged, stainless steel 
housing.  Weight is sensed dynamically, 
as the material flows, so optimum speed 
and efficiency are maintained without the 
complexity or time requirements of ‘hold 
and weigh’ systems.  Resin bins can be 
filled quickly with accurate tracking of the 
material’s weight.  Or a target weight can be 
delivered into a bucket, box, drum, bin or silo.

Fill to Target Weight or Track Resin Flow

 ` Continuous flow/continuous measurement 
ResinTrackerTM provides dynamic measurement of materials as they flow over its  
smooth sensing platform, without interruption.  Resins and regrinds from 1 to  
100 lbs/ft3 {16 to 1601 kg/m3} up to 10,800 lbs/hr {4898 kg/hr} are all sensed reliably 
and continuously.

 ` The highest accuracy 
Within ½ of 1%, so 2000 pounds of resin free-flowing through the ResinTracker can 
be relied upon to be within 10 pounds of actual weight. 

 ` Easy control 
The ResinTracker’s color touchscreen control panel is typically remote mounted to 
a convenient location for instant verification of resin transfer and/or target values. 
Set-up is fast and simple and communications options include Ethernet (standard), 
DeviceNet, and ProfiBus. 

 ` Flexible applications 
The ResinTracker can be integrated into a wide variety of applications to accurately 
measure resin and regrind flow. Talk to your Conair representative about your 
dynamic resin measurement needs.

Measuring resin flow has never been easier nor more accurate.  

The Conair ResinTrackerTM flow meter accurately measures resin 
and/or regrind as they flow freely through its compact housing 
with no holding hopper nor weigh bins. Inside the ResinTracker, 
the patented weighing platform senses the mass flow of 
material as it flows over the arc-shaped flow pan to measure 
its weight and throughput via centripetal force regardless of 
material type, density or uniformity of flow. The results are 
effortless, accurate resin consumption records. ResinTracker can 
also be applied to meet target weights with an integrated servo 
driven control valve that stops material flow when a desired 
weight has been achieved.

ResinTracker Model RT-12CV
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Shredder/Granulator 
Reground and/or shredded material quantities are 
accurately tracked with no interruption of flow by 
passing the flow through a ResinTracker.  Output can 
be delivered by conveyor (shown here) or by cyclone, 
vacuum, or compressed air unloading from the 
granulator or shredder. The ResinTracker ignores the 
variations in bulk densities that can be common to size 
reduction for accurate record keeping of reclaim by 
weight.  

Common ResinTracker Applications

Roto-Molding 
Labor intensive and often inaccurate hand-filling of molds 
is replaced with fast, accurate dispensing of granular resin 
into molds with a ResinTracker installed on a filling station 
frame.  The Integrated Control Valve in the ResinTracker 
shuts off flow when a pre-programmed dispense quantity is 
delivered.  Different resin quantities are easily programmed 
and selected by the operator.

4

4

3
Gaylord Filling 
The operator sets a target weight on the remote control for a 
quantity of resin to be delivered into a gaylord box.  Vacuum loaded 
resin is first collected in a JIT Holding Hopper where it readily flows 
into the ResinTracker that measures its weight as it passes into the 
gaylord box below.  The servo-driven Integrated Control Valve, built 
into the ResinTracker, responds to the approaching target set point 
and closes, to precisely meet the target weight in record time. 
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Customizable infeed transition  
(options available)

ICV (Integrated Control Valve), when 
equipped, inside stainless steel 
enclosure

Mounting interface

Stainless steel enclosure with access 
door

Measurement pan

Bubble level

Electrical enclosure with touchscreen 
control

Load cell enclosure
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Features

Touchscreen Control
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The  remote, touchscreen control provides operators with a simplified, 
intuitive interface for collecting weight data as resin flows across the 
ResinTracker’s weight platform, inside the main unit.  The control 
can also provide intuitive, easy inputting of target weights for filling 
operations.

The NEMA 4 rated control includes a 7-inch, full color, touchscreen 
display panel that can be used to select to default to flow rate or 
totalization operations.  User data storage is provided via a 2 GB 
CompactFlash® card and calibration data is easily stored for multiple 
types of flow.  

The control includes operation of the ResinTracker’s Integrated Control 
Valve for target weight measurement, but can also be interfaced with a 
wide range of auxiliary functions, including these inputs and outputs:

Communications outputs Communications inputs

Data Transmitted from ResinTracker 

to PLC

Data Transmitted from PLC to 

ResinTracker

Flow Rate Remote Reset

Totalization Remote Zero

Zero Readback Product Multiple Cal. Option

Product: Multiple Cal. Option Dynamic Cal. Value

Remote Alarm Target Remote Target (Remote Alarm)

Meter’s Internal Temperature

Auxilary 4-20 mA Output

Dynamic Cal. Value Readback

Bulk Density

Status Not Ready Bit
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Free Flow (F) Models RT-3CF-L RT-6CF RT-6CF-L RT-6OF RT-12CF RT-12OF RT-24CF RT-24OF RT-36CF RT-48CF

Supply Voltage 85 to 264 volts AC

Remote Control Cable 25 ft {7.6 m} 24 VDC

Weigh Pan Width  inch {cm}
3.00 

{7.62}
6.00 

{15.24}
6.00 

{15.24}
6.00 

{15.24}
12.00 

{30.48}
12.00 

{30.48}
24.00 

{60.96}
24.00 

{60.96}
36.00 

{91.44}
48.00 

{121.92}

Housing Closed Closed Closed Open Closed Open Closed Open Closed Closed

Dimensions    inches {cm}

A - Height
22.70 

{57.65}
34.19 

{86.84}
22.70 

{57.65}
19.50

{49.53}
34.19 

{86.84}
19.50

{49.53}
34.19 

{86.84}
19.50

{49.53}
34.19 

{86.84}
34.19 

{86.84}

B - Width
10.00 

{25.40}
12.00 

{30.48}
10.00 

{25.40}
12.00 

{30.48}
18.00 

{45.72}
18.00 

{45.72}
30.00 

{76.20}
30.00 

{76.20}
42.00 

{106.68}
54.00 

{137.16}

C - Depth
19.40 

{49.28}
28.19 

{71.60}
19.40 

{49.28}
28.19 

{71.60}
28.19 

{71.60}
19.66 

{49.94}
28.19 

{71.60}
19.66 

{49.94}
28.19 

{71.60}
28.19 

{71.60}

Flowrate Capacity

Maximum Flowrate 
Capacity   lb/min {kg/min}*

75.00  
{34.0}

405.0 
{183.7}

202.0 
{91.6}

405.0 
{183.7}

900.0 
{408.2}

900.0 
{408.2}

1800.0 
{816.5}

1800.0 
{816.5}

2700.0 
{815.1}

3600.0 
{1630.0}

Integratied Control Valve 
(V) Models

RT-6CV RT-12CV RT-24CV

Supply Voltage 85 to 264 volts AC

Remote Control Cable 25 ft {7.6 m} 24 VDC

Weigh Pan width   inch {cm} 6.00 {15.24} 12.00 {30.48} 24.00 {60.96}

Housing Closed

Dimensions    inches {cm}

A - Height 20.75 {52.71} 20.75 {52.71} 20.75 {52.71}

B - Width 13.50 {34.29} 19.50 {49.53} 31.50 {80.01}

C - Depth 29.61 {75.21} 29.61 {75.21} 29.61 {75.21}

Flowrate Capacity

Maximum Flowrate Capacity 
lb/min {kg/min}*

405.0 {183.7} 900.0 {408.2} 1800.0 {816.5}

Models RT-3CF, RT-6CF, RT-12CF, RT-12CF, RT-24CF, RT-36CF, RT-48CF

Models RT-6OF, RT-12OF, and RT-24OF

Models RT-6CV, RT-12CV, and RT-24CV

Mounting Interface - All Models†  in {cm}

Models RT-3CF-L and RT-6CF-L

Specifications

     Specification Notes

* With materials having a bulk density of 30 lbs/ft3 {480 kg/m3}.
†  All models excluding RT-3CF-L and RT-6CF-L.

 Specifications may change without notice. Consult with a Conair representative for the   
 most current information. 


